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Introduction by Matt King, Vice Chair, Milton

Community Partnership

This booklet has been produced as part of Nurturing Health, a project 

aimed at promoting wellbeing for the residents of Milton Ward and the 

Southend on Sea area. We believe that fresh, locally grown food is 

fundamental to a healthy life. But what we eat can also affect the wider 

world. We depend on cars to transport us to the supermarket to buy 

vegetables that have been flown in from places like Kenya and Egypt. 

But oil reserves are running low… and in the meantime the carbon that is 

emitted through all of these journeys is changing the world’s climate, 

having a devastating impact on people living in low-lying areas such as 

Bangladesh and Guyana through flooding and soil erosion.  

Climate change is a reality and we need to begin to adapt to a world in 

which oil is running out. But the future can be positive, as we transition 

to locally resilient and self-reliant households and communities - 

Imagine stepping out your front door to collect herbs from the pot on 

your doorstep, gathering tomatoes from the windowsill and salad from 

the tub out the back… Sharing a verge of land with your neighbours, 

where small nut trees grow and gathering blackberries from the 

hedgerow by the railway line… Cycling to the community orchard to get 

cooking and eating apples. Our children will know where their food 

comes from, how to grow it and consequently will waste much less of it. 

Indeed, over the last few years my family and some of our neighbours 

have been finding out what grows well, where and when – and enjoying 

eating it immensely. 

Milton Community Partnership is run by local people for local people to 

improve the quality of life for residents in Milton ward and Southend. 

We are therefore delighted to be working with Southend In Transition 

(www.southendintransition.org.uk) on this project that will help us all 

learn how to grow our own fruit and vegetables. We will all be healthier 

and could even be happier through this approach, which connects us to 

our surroundings and what we eat.

We are grateful to NHS South East Essex for funding this project, 

Graham Burnett of Spiralseed (www.spiralseed.co.uk) for writing and 

illustrating this booklet, as well as the inputs of Ron Bates, Louise 

Harris, Eleanor King, Susan Hill and Kamil Pachalko. 
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Why grow your own? 

Gardening is like learning to cook - Start with the basics and your 

skills will soon increase. So here's just a few reasons why its good 

for you and your family to be Top of the Crops;

GOOD FOOD: A chance to grow your own healthy, locally produced fruit 

and vegetables. And unlike what the supermarkets sell, you will know 

exactly what has gone into producing them!

GOOD FOR YOUR CHILDREN: Involving them in growing their own will 

help them to understand where our food really comes from, giving them 

a real sense of achievement and self esteem.

GOOD FOR YOUR HEALTH: Gardening provides you with plenty of 

gentle outdoor exercise that will keep you fit, and is an excellent way of 

relieving the stresses of modern living.

GOOD FOR YOUR POCKET: Not only will you will be making considerable 

savings on your weekly food shopping bill, you'll be driving to the 

supermaket less. And who needs expensive Health Club memberships 

when you've got your own 'green gym' in your back garden?!

GOOD FOR YOUR COMMUNITY: Gardening can be a great social 

activity. For example, why not share surplus produce with your 

neighbours - who knows what you might get in return?

GOOD FOR WILDLIFE: Using organic growing methods help to promote 

biodiversity and encourage habitat for urban wildlife such as birds, 

hedgehogs, amphibians and reptiles.

GOOD FOR THE PLANET: Cutting down your 'Food Miles' saves the 

earth's precious resources and reduces your carbon footprint.

GOOD FUN: Best of all, growing your own is all about enjoying yourself!
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Getting started - some golden rules

Really, there’s only one way of managing a garden - and that's your own! 

But it’s always useful to have a few guidelines to help you out, especially 

when faced with the daunting sight of an overgrown plot for the first 

time...

• Don’t overdo it - It's probably better to cultivate a small area 

thoroughly rather than take on too much and simply exhaust yourself 

and your enthusiasm.

• Grow what you like to eat - There's no point in growing beetroots for 

example if nobody in your house enjoys them and they just end up 

getting thrown away.

• Spend time observing and seeing what is going on - Ask questions: 

What are other people doing, and what is working well for them? 

Learning from the wisdom (and mistakes!) of others isn't cheating!

• Learn to fit in with the patterns of the seasons - early spring is when 

the soil starts to warm up and become workable. Late spring and early 

summer is the main planting time. Things really get busy during 

midsummer, when everything seems to need watering and weeding at 

once. Late summer and autumn is when to start relaxing and enjoying 

your harvest. Then it’s winter, time to rest and plan for when the cycle 

begins again...

• Feed the soil not the plant - Adding compost and organic matter to 

the soil will improve its structure, moisture holding capacity and long 

term fertility, giving you healthier, better quality plants in return for 

your investment.

• Grow things that you use little and often (salad leaves, fresh herbs) or 

that require lots of attention (trays of new seedlings that need 

watering) as close to the kitchen door as possible. If you can't go out on 

a rainy evening and pick it without getting your pink fluffy slippers wet, 

you've planted it too far away from the house!

• Enjoy yourself! - If growing your own isn’t a pleasure, then let’s face 

it, it probably isn’t worth doing at all! So make it fun and involve all the 

family and you'll never look back...
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Planning your garden

How you choose to manage your garden will depend on its size and what 

you want from it, as well as your time, energy and other commitments. 

For example, do you see yourself as a hardcore self-sufficiency buff, 

or does your family or job mean that your garden is more about having a 

place to chill out and maybe provide yourself with a few home grown 

vegetables for the kitchen table? Whatever your approach, it's worth 

drawing up a plan of how you are going to  manage your bit of ground. 

Below is one example of how a productive garden might be creatively 

laid out, this could be adapted to your own requirements. It's also a 

good idea to keep records of what you have planted where each year, 

including sowing and harvest dates, and which varieties have performed 

well (and, just as importantly, which haven't!).

Think about...

Climate and aspect: From which side does the wind tend to blow? 

Where are your sunny and shady spots? A south facing garden will 

obviously get more sun than one that is north facing, and it's also 

worth remembering that afternoon sun (from the west)  is better for 

growing plants than morning sun. Also don't forget that the sun rises 

much lower on the horizon in winter than it does during the summer 

months. Do you have any frost pockets? Do neighbouring trees or 

buildings cast any shade? What about water sources (install water 

butts to collect rain water from your roof if you can) and access 

issues?
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Even if you have very little space 

or your garden has been paved 

over, you can still grow some of 

your own using containers. Patios 

and balconies can be highly 

productive using all manner of 

recycled objects - try herbs or 

'mini-veg' varieties in 12 litre 

paint tubs (thoroughly cleaned!), 

builders bags, buckets or even a 

pair of old trainers used as a 

hanging basket! You can even 

grow potatoes in stacked car 

tyres filled with compost.

As an alternative to boring 

straight lines and rows of 

vegetables, why not think about 

using 'key-hole' beds that 

provide a variety of aspects, and 

maximises the available growing 

area as well as providing easy 

access to all plants without the 

need to walk on and compact the 

soil. They also encourage 'mix and 

match' cottage-style planting, a 

good way of creating a variety of 

vegetables, herbs and flowers.

Even the tiniest garden should 

include a wild area such as a small 

pond (make sure it is safe if you have 

young children!), a section of unmown 

grass and wild flowers like poppies 

and cornflowers or a small pile of 

logs. Uncultivated areas increase 

biodiversity as well as providing a 

refuge for wildlife such as birds, 

frogs, newts and hedgehogs, and 

beneficial insects that act as 

pollinators or pest control.
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Understanding your soil

The soil in your garden is mainly composed of non-living components 

produced by weathering of surface rocks, together with soluble 

nutrients, gasses and water and organic matter (humus). Depending on 

soil particle size, it is broadly divided into one of three categories, 

clay, sand or loam. It’s possible to find out which you have by 

performing the simple hand test shown below.

Your soil type will affect what will grow well in your garden - brassicas 

(the cabbage tribe) and potatoes will do well on heavy clays, whilst 

carrots, peas, parsnips and early outdoor crops may not. The reverse is 

the case with sandy soils, whilst beetroots and onions prefer clay loam 

soils.

Your soil type will also determine the best way of managing your 

garden. Clay and clay loam soils should be cultivated only when just 

moist - not too wet or too dry. Avoid walking on clay soils, especially 

when wet as this will cause the soil to compact. Clay soils tend to be 

rich in nutrients, but many of these are locked up and unavailable to 

your plants.

The addition of plenty of organic matter (compost) will improve the 

soil’s overall structure as well as nutrient availability. A sandy soil is 

very free draining and thus does not hold nutrients well. Adding organic 

matter will improve its structure and water holding capacity. Mulching 

(adding a protective layer of material on top of the soil such as 

compost or straw, cardboard, etc) will help prevent moisture loss as 

well as keeping down weed growth. All soils will benefit greatly from 

adding as much compost and organic matter as you can spare.
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Digging out a soil profile (that is, a 

smooth sided square hole a couple of 

feet wide and deep) will reveal a 

number of distinct layers to your soil;

A) Humus: organic matter in 

relatively undecomposed form. This 

layer tends to be dark and rich in 

smell and texture. Raw, semi-

decomposed organic matter may be 

recognisable amongst its components, 

e.g., leaf mould, twiggy material, etc.

B) Topsoil: well decomposed organic 

matter, mixed with a smaller amount 

of minerals.

C) Layer of mixed decomposed organic matter and mineral content.

D) Subsoil or mineral layers, the content of which varys according to 

the nature of the soil and its parent material.

E) Bedrock or parent material, which breaks down at the upper surface 

due to the effects of weathering and decay.

Soil structure

The acidity or alkalinity of your soil (it’s pH) is important as this will 

affect its overall fertility. It can be measured using a simple testing 

kit that you can buy in any garden centre. Most of the fruit and 

vegetables that we want to grow prefer a neutral soil, although 

brassicas prefer slightly alkaline conditions and potatoes and 

strawberries like a soil that is slightly acidic. Over-acidity can be 

corrected by applying lime (ground limestone, sold in garden centres is 

the best source) whilst adding plenty of organic matter will help to 

correct over-alkalinity.
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To dig or not to dig...

The primary reasons for digging our plots are to remove weeds, to 

loosen and aerate the soil and to incorporate organic matter such as 

compost or manure. However too much digging can damage the soil's 

health and actually cause more weed problems than it solves. Whilst 

digging is an effective way of removing perennial weed roots, it can 

also cause dormant seeds to come to the surface and germinate.

Digging can also damage soil structure and cause problems like 

compaction, can disturb the soil life balance, and, by exposure to the 

air, tends to burn up nutrients which then need to be replenished. No 

dig methods rely on nature to carry out cultivation operations. Organic 

matter such as well rotted manure, compost, etc, is added directly to 

the soil surface as a mulch layer at least 2 or 3 inches deep, which is 

then incorporated by the actions of worms pulling it downwards. No dig 

systems are said to be freer of pests and diseases, and moisture is 

also better retained under mulch.

Converting to a no dig system can be a long term process, and requires 

plentiful organic matter to provide mulch material. No dig techniques 

are not appropriate in all situations, but any gardener would do well to 

at least consider minimising soil disturbing practices.
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The compost heap is at the heart of any fertile plot. This is the main 

source of humus, the very stuff of life itself, providing both 

nutrients and structure when it is added to the land. It is advisable to 

have at least two compost bins (these can be built out of old scrap 

wood - palettes are ideal - and ought to have a lid to keep the rain 

off), so that one heap can mature whilst the other is being built. Aim 

for a good balance of ‘brown’ (ie, high in carbon materials such as 

tough, woody plant stems, straw, twigs, etc) and ‘green’ (ie, high in 

nitrogen materials such as grass mowings, fresh weeds, raw fruit and 

vegetable wastes, kitchen peelings, etc) ingredients. In a few hours 

this should be too hot for you to comfortably insert your hand into 

it’s centre - this means it is active! Turn it over regularly, don’t allow 

it to either become too wet or dry out too much, and the books say it 

will be good, friable compost in as little as six weeks in summer, 

although my experience is that at least six months is a far more 

realistic time scale!

Autumn leaves should not be added to compost piles as they 

decompose very slowly. Instead these should be piled up separately 

and allowed to break down over a year or so into leaf mould, an 

excellent free-of-charge soil conditioner.

Making compost
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Whatever composting system you prefer, one thing is certain - you can 

never make enough of it! Therefore the wise gardener will plan the 

usage of this valuable commodity with care. Rather than applying it 

indiscriminately around the garden, priority should be given to those 

plants that require a rich soil, for example, strawberries, raspberries, 

brassicas, runner beans, blackcurrants, celery, peas, potatoes and 

onions. Next are those that will produce a reasonable crop on a less 

good soil, eg, lettuce, turnip, beetroot, spinach, leeks, broad beans. 

Fresh compost should definitely not be applied where carrots and 

parsnips are to be grown immediately afterwards, as this will lead to 

distorted growth and forking roots.

Smaller gardens may not have space for a double compost bin, in which 

case you might be better off with a smaller plastic 'cone' composter 

such as those often sold by the Council.

Another option to consider is 'worm composting'. These are also 

suitable for dealing with cooked kitchen scraps or meat wastes that 

might otherwise either putrify or attract vermin such as rats, and 

involves feeding such scraps to brandling worms in a special plastic bin. 

These will quickly break them down into a high nutrient worm compost 

that is too rich for use as a seed compost, but is useful as a top 

dressing or as an addition to potting composts. You can buy worm 

composting kits from garden centres or by mail order, but its very easy 

to make your own using an old plastic rubbish bin.
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Crop rotation

Rotation is the practice of moving crops around your plot from year to 

year so that they don’t grow in the same place all the time. There are a 

number of reasons why this is a good idea, including;

• In order to prevent diseases like clubroot, eelworm, etc building up in 

the soil

• Control of weeds is easier to achieve by regularly changing their 

growing conditions

• To prevent the soil becoming exhausted

• To make best use of soil nutrients as different plant families have 

different requirements

A suggested four year crop rotation scheme that can adapted to your 

situation. This may be impractical in a smaller garden, but it's still a 

good strategy to move your crops around from year to year.
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Who's who in your garden?

Inevitably you will be sharing your garden with a variety of other bugs, 

grubs and other creepy crawlies (not to mention the other billion or so 

bacteria or fungi micro-organisms to be found in every teaspoon of 

healthy soil). It’s worth knowing which of these are welcome and which 

less so... Even those that are ‘pests’ have their part to play (such as 

providing a source or food for beneficial insects), so aim to manage 

their populations rather than trying to wipe them out completely...

Encourage;

Earthworms. Improve soil 

fertility through aeration, 

drainage and incorporating 

organic matter. Adding lots of 

compost will increase their 

numbers

Ladybirds. Their 

larvae in particular 

will eat large 

numbers of aphids. 

Plant flowers to 

attract them and 

create habitats for 

them to shelter

Ground beetles. 
Predators of slugs, 

mites and other pests. 

Create a habitat for 

them by leaving down 

pieces of wood, etc for 

them to shelter under

Hoverflies. Will devour vast 

amounts of aphids. Plant 

plenty of flowers to attract 

them

Centipede. Fast moving 

predators that live on 

small slugs and other 

soil pests
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Discourage;

Maintain your growing plot so that pests and diseases are dealt with by 

natural methods that do not threaten your allies, or in the long run 

increase your problems by producing resistant strains - in other words, 

avoid chemicals and pesticides where possible. Planting flowers such as 

marigolds, poached egg plant (limnanthes), nasturtians or herbs such as 

chives, thyme or garlic amongst your veg helps to create a balanced 

ecosystem where the former attract insects or birds that eat pests 

such as slugs, aphids and caterpillars, whilst the smells of the herbs 

mask those of your cabbages, tomatoes and so on. Frogs and toads will 

consumes any number of slugs and snails - encourage their presence by 

providing a small pond. An old bowl or wash basin sunk into the soil will 

do, but ensure that your amphibian visitors are able to get in and out, 

and also that any ponds are made safe if small children are about. 

Spreading something abrasive like lime, ash, sand or egg shells will 

further discourage slugs, at least until it rains! Fruit or young seedlings 

can be protected from an otherwise beneficial bird population with 

netting or other physical barriers.

Finally, the most effective way of defeating pests and diseases in your 

garden is by growing strong healthy plants using good quality seeds, and 

by keeping the soil itself healthy and well fed with plenty of organic 

matter.

Aphids. These tiny insects form 

colonies that suck sap and 

debilitate plants, especially 

broad beans and brassicas

Leatherjacket (Cranefly larvae). 
Earthy coloured and squashy, attack 

plant roots and stems

Slugs. Feed on young 

plants and leaves. 

Larger slugs prefer 

dead vegetation and 

are less of a problem

Millipede. Eats bulbs, 

potatoes and plant roots

Chafer grub. Creamy 

coloured with a brown 

head. Feeds on plant 

roots
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Growing from seed

Whilst many vegetables can be directly sown where you wish them to 

grow, others will do much better if started indoors or given some 

protection from the elements at least until established. Relevant 

information on each is given in the 'Top of the Crops' section, or will be 

found on seed packets, but the following are a few basic guidelines;

When starting seeds indoors, always use a seed compost such as those 

sold in bags in garden centres (this is different from the garden 

compost discussed earlier in this booklet). Mix in some sharp sand to 

improve drainage.

Fill a clean seed tray with moist compost and gently press the surface 

down so that it is firm and flat, but not compacted. Note that a half 

size tray is usually more than adequate if growing on a garden scale and 

will take up less space plus use less compost. Sprinkle seeds sparingly 

on the surface of the compost. Most seed packets contain far more 

seeds than you will actually need, so just use a couple of pinches and 

save the rest for future years or exchange with friends. Gently water 

taking care not to disturb the compost too much (a child's watering can 

is ideal for this task)
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Cover the seeds with a thin layer of compost and then a tight cover of 

polythene or piece of glass. Place in a warm sunny position, preferably a 

south facing window until seeds germinate (usually a week to 10 days), 

then remove polythene.

When large enough, use a household fork to gently remove ('prick out') 

the best seedlings from the soil and pot these on. Handle only by the 

leaves, and take care to minimise any damage to the roots. Yogurt pots 

(make a drainage hole in the bottom of each with a sharp knife) are 

perfect, but whatever you use, ensure they are scrupulously clean in 

order to avoid diseases or pests.

Grow on in pots, watering and feeding with a liquid fertiliser regularly 

until large enough to plant out into their final growing positions. During 

the last couple of weeks of this stage seedlings should be 'hardened 

off' by putting them outside for a few hours each day so that they 

become accustomed to the changeable, harsher conditions they will be 

facing outdoors.
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Top of the Crops - Vegetables

Radish

Radishes are probably one of the easiest crops to 

grow, so are perfect for beginners or to grow with 

children - early success builds confidence and a 

'can do' attitude! Sow thinly straight into the 

ground from March to September in rows about a 

foot apart and they will quickly germinate, although 

avoid letting them dry out as this may cause them 

to bolt or split. Fast maturing, they should be ready for harvesting 

after as little as a month in summer. Pick young and eat straight away 

or let them grow on to produce tasty seed pods that add a little heat 

to your salads.

'Cut and Come Again' salads

Some salad leaves including oak leaf and salad 

bowl lettuce, mizuna, red mustard, rocket, 

endive, radicchio and leaf beet can be grown as 

cut-and-come-again crops; that is, sowing them 

as a mixture in a windowbox or other container 

and harvesting the larger leaves after 3 or 4 

weeks when they are about 3" long by cutting 

them with scissors. New leaves are then allowed to grow on and 

produce a second or third crop. Making successional sowings of seeds 

every couple of weeks from March to October will provide a constant 

supply of fresh salad leaves throughout much of the year.

Peas and beans

Plant peas about 2" deep in rows about 18" apart, 

with 2 - 3" between seeds. They prefer a rich 

soil, so dig in plenty of compost the previous 

autumn, or dig a 'pea trench'. This is a shallow 

trench that is lined with fresh kitchen wastes, eg, 

vegetable peelings, etc. Peas are leguminous, 

which means they fix their own nitrogen from the 

air, so as the wastes decay they will not cause 

'nitrogen robbery' to the peas which would be a 

problem for other plants. Sow in succession 

between March and June, choosing appropriate 

varieties (seed packets will tell you this 

information). Support with canes or twigs when they begin to climb. 

Most beans have similar requirements to peas. Broad beans however 

can be sown in the autumn. Growing them over winter then gives them a 

head start against blackfly. Runner beans require poles up to 8' in 

length to supply them with adequate support.
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Carrots

Sow very thinly in rows a foot or so apart 

 directly into the soil between March and 

July. Fortnightly sowings will give 

successional crops. Carrots don't really like 

heavy soils, but appreciate a soil that has 

been composted for a previous crop - fresh 

compost can cause the roots to fork. Carrot 

fly can be discouraged by watering with comfrey and nettles rotted 

down in rainwater, by mixing with onions that disguise their smell or by 

providing physical protection such as surrounding the bed with a 3 foot 

high perspex barrier or covering with commercially available 

agricultural fleece

Courgettes and squashes

Can be started indoors in pots, alternatively, dig 

a hole in a sunny, sheltered spot about 6" wide 

and deep and fill with well rotted compost. In 

mid May to early June plant 2 or 3 seeds under a 

cloché made with something like a large clear 

plastic bottle cut in half. When they germinate 

thin out all but the most sturdy seeding and allow to grow on. 

Courgette and squash plants can be very large and trailing, so give them 

plenty of space, positioning them up to 3' apart. They are heavy 

feeders and require plenty of watering. 

Cabbage

Different varieties of cabbage can be sown from 

February to August to provide plants for eating 

virtually all year round. Seed should be started 

indoors, thinly sown in trays. Seedlings should then 

be planted out about 18" apart when they have 5 or 6 

leaves. They prefer a firm rich soil with a little lime 

added if it tends to be acidic. Feed occasionally with 

comfrey or seaweed liquid fertiliser, keep weeded and water regularly. 

Watch out for pests such as slugs or cabbage white butterfly 

caterpillars which will eat the leaves, and avoid problems like club root 

by practising crop rotation. Follow the same general rules for other 

brassicas such as brocolli, cauliflower and brussels sprouts. The latter 

however prefer a VERY firm soil, and it can be quite difficult for 

beginners to obtain successful results.
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Beetroot and chard

Sow thinly from April to July for successional crops. 

Each 'seed' is in fact a cluster of several beetroot 

seeds, so they will need thinning as soon as they are 

large enough. Final spacing should be about 5'' apart in 

rows 1' apart. However if you intend to harvest 

beetroot when it is about golf-ball sized, and its flavour 

is at its best, this spacing can be reduced. Although 

spinach-like in appearance and taste, chard is in fact 

closely related to beetroot and can be grown in the same 

way and is much less fiddly in its requirements than  true spinach. The 

leaves of beetroot can also be used in salads or as a spinach substitute.

Tomato

Sow seed indoors in a tray in a sunny spot in 

March or April. Transplant the best seedlings 

into individual pots as soon as they are large 

enough to handle. Keep well watered, and plant 

out when the last danger of frost has passed, eg, 

mid June onwards. As they grow pick off side 

shoots, and when they have 4 trusses (groups of 

flowers at one level) break the tops off the plants so that all the 

plant's energy will be diverted into fruit growth. Tomatoes have a 

trailling habit so will need support with canes. They are very thirsty and 

require frequent feeding for the best crop. Marigolds are said to be a 

beneficial companion plant for tomatoes.

Potatoes

Buy certified virus-free Scottish or Irish 

seed potatoes in late winter and leave to 

stand in a cool place in seed trays until 

healthy sprouts appear. Plant in rows about 

6" deep and 12" - 18" apart with the sprouts 

facing upwards. Give them plenty of compost, they really do benefit. As 

the shoots (or haulms) grow, earth them up (or cover with layers of 

mulch) to increase yield and suppress weed growth. Water heavily 

during dry periods, although mulches will help to retain soil moisture. A 

selection of first early, second early and maincrop varieties will give 

you harvests from June to October. Clean, dry and undamaged potatoes 

can be stored over winter in large brown paper sacks. In the smaller 

garden, potatoes can be grown in compost using old tyres as containers. 

Simply stack on more tyres and add more compost as they grow up.
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Leeks

Sow seed sparingly in trays around March/April. 

Transplant into final growing positions with about 6" 

between plants from June onwards when they are 

about 6" long. Make a hole about 5" deep with a 

dibber (or use the end of a rake handle) and drop in 

a seedling, water well but no need to backfill the 

hole with soil. Apart from an odd watering in very 

dry weather they will require little attention 

provided they are in fertile soil. Leeks can be left in 

the ground over the winter months until required, but will start to 

set seed and become tough and unpalatable by late spring.

Onions

Can be grown from seed but I've had more success 

growing from 'sets' (sold as bags of tiny onions in 

garden centres). Rake a flat bed to a fine tilth 

between March and April. Plant sets in rows about 6" 

apart, pushing them into the ground so that only the 

tips show above the surface. Keep well watered and 

weed regularly until established, after which they 

need minimal care apart from occasional weeding. 

Birds tend to pull newly planted set from the ground, 

discourage them with scarers made from old CDs on sticks. Pulled out 

sets can be pushed back into the soil. Lift mature onions between July 

and September when foliage has died off. Leave in the sun to dry 

before hanging up in 'ropes' to store. Japanese onions can be planted in 

the autumn to overwinter, ready for harvesting in late May or early 

June.

Sweetcorn

Although sweetcorn takes up alot of 

space and can sometimes be difficult 

to grow successfully, the taste of 

fresh cobs picked straight from the 

plant before the sugars have had a 

chance to turn into starch makes the effort worthwhile. Sow seeds 

indoors in individual pots in May and plant out in blocks rather than 

rows to ensure good pollination with about 18" between plants. 

Sweetcorn needs full sun and a well drained fertile soil, and should be 

kept well watered during dry periods. Harvest when fully ripe between 

early August to late September.
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Top of the Crops - Herbs

In terms of maximum flavour for minimum space requirments, home 

grown herbs are hands down winners, so it's always worth giving them 

house-room even if it's just a pot of basil on your kitchen window 

ledge. Rosemary, tarragon, sage and thyme are fairly easy to grow from 

cuttings. Mint and lemon balm can be propogated from sections of root, 

but can spread and become weeds amongst your other crops if not 

contained. Try growing them in an old bottomless bucket sunk into the 

ground.

Pennyroyal and creeping thyme provide good ground cover. Chives and 

borage are particularly valuable for attracting bees, which aid the 

pollination of your other crops.

Sage, savoury, parsley (very high in vitamins A, C and calcium) basil and 

garlic (also valuable medicinally) are other essential culinary herbs, but 

you could also try growing less common specimens such as lovage, tansy, 

sorrel (has a wonderfully sharp lemony flavour), hyssop, Good King 

Henry, sweet cicely, salad burnet, wild rocket, alecost, bergamont, 

skirret or chamomile. Many of these herbs are becoming rarities as 

they are no longer fashionable - Growing them in our gardens provides 

them with a sanctuary that ensures their survival for future 

generations.

Creating a 'herb spiral' near your back door is a great way of a growing 

a variety of herbs in a compact space, with plants such as mints and 

water cress that prefer damp, shady conditions at the bottom to hot, 

dry loving oregano and thymes at the top.
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Top of the Crops - Fruit

Consider giving over part of your growing area to fresh fruit 

production. Modern compact varieies of bush fruit such as 

gooseberries, worcesterberries or blackcurrants take up little space, 

whilst climbers like loganberries or blackberries (thornless varieties 

are available) can be used to cover ugly walls and fences as well as 

provide a crop. Even apples trees can be grown in a small garden by 

utilising M27 'dwarfing' and M106 'semi-dwarfing' rootstocks. By using 

grafted 'family' trees you can grow 2 or 3 different types of apple on 

one tree.

Bare rooted trees and bushes can be planted between November and 

March when they are dormant, whilst container grown specimens can be 

planted all the year round. As they are a permanent feature of the 

garden it is advisable to make sure they are going to be in the best 

position (eg, avoid spots which tend to be frosty) and to prepare the 

soil well before planting. Ensure all perennial weeds have been removed 

and dig in plenty of organic compost. Most importantly, ensure that 

drainage is adequate, especially if your soil is a heavy clay. Water well 

for the first year until established, and prune according to nursery 

instructions in order to optimise health and fruit production.

'Forest Gardening' is a way of growing edible and useful crops modelled 

on the ecology of the woodland, allowing us to combine fruit trees and 

bushes in a small area to create a healthy low maintenance system that 

creates its own fertility. Despite the name, the methods are very 

suitable for use in small urban gardens where both time and money are 

in limited supply.
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Year round food from your garden

With a little careful planning and by utilising preservation methods such 

as bottling, drying and freezing it's possible to have food from your 

garden all through the seasons. Use this handy at a glance guide to help 

you make the most of your edible garden...
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Further reading

The Vegetable Expert - DG Hessayon (PBI). Good for basic information.

Vegetables For Small Gardens and Salads For Small Gardens - Joy 

Larkcom (Hamlyn). For those who want more depth.

The HDRA Encyclopedia of Organic Gardening - Pauline Pears (ed) 

(Dorling Kindersley). Everything you need to know about the organic 

approach.

The Edible Container Garden - Michael Guerra (Gaia Books). Full of ideas 

for small space growing

Creating a Forest Garden - Martin Crawford (Green Books)

Permaculture A Beginners Guide - Graham Burnett (Spiralseed books)

Contacts

Nurturing Health - Website: www.topofthecrops.org.uk

Milton Community Partnership -  Email: miltoncommunity@hotmail.com Tel: 

01702 341605

Southend in Transition - Email: kamilpac@googlemail.com Tel: 07707 

676308 Web: www.southendintransition.org.uk

Spiralseed - Email: graham@spiralseed.co.uk Web: www.spiralseed.co.uk

South East Essex Organic Gardeners - Email: caroleshorney@hotmail.com 

Tel: 01702 201914 Web: www.seeog.org.uk

Growing Together - Email: office@trustlinks.org Tel: 01702  213134

Southend Borough Council Allotments Officer - Tel: 01702 215011

Emerge Arts - Email emergeartsdonna@gmail.com

South East Essex Friends of the Earth - Email: info@seefoe.org.uk Web: 

www.seefoe.org.uk

Healthy Life Essex Online -  Web: www.healthylifeessex.co.uk

South East Essex Essex Women's Environmental Network - Tel: 01268 

752264 Web: www.seewen.org.uk

Turning Tides - Email: nmadmin@savs-southend.co.uk Tel: 01702 356070  

Southend Association of Voluntary Services (SAVS) - Web: www.savs-

southend.org

NHS South East Essex: Tel: 01702 224600 Web: www.see-pct.nhs.uk

Top of the Crops has been produced by Nurturing Health, a partnership project that includes 

Milton Community Partnership and Southend in Transition. Written, illustrated and designed 

using solar power by Graham Burnett at Spiralseed www.spiralseed.co.uk. All material © 

Spiralseed/Nurturing Health 2010. Printed by Footprint Workers Cooperative 

www.footprinters.co.uk using recycled paper and eco-friendly inks. Funded by South East NHS.

ISBN 978-0-9553492-4-9
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Your notes



ISBN 978-0-9553492-4-9

funded by

Top of the Crops is a no-nonsense guide to 

producing fresh and tasty vegetables in your

own back garden.

It contains all you need to know to start you off 

growing crops that are good for your health, good 

for your children, good for your community, good 

for wildlife, good for your planet and good

for your pocket!

This booklet has been produced by Nurturing 

Health, a partnership project aimed at promoting 

health and wellbeing for the people of Milton Ward 

and the wider Southend on Sea area.

For more information about the project see 

www.topofthecrops.org.uk




